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December  28, 2020

051 Records  and Docketing,  NM Office  of  Superintendent  oflnsurance

1120  Paseo  de Peralta,  p.o. Box 1689,  Santa  Fe, NM 87504-1689

Re: Docket No. 20-00061-Rule-LH-In the Matter of Adoption of Surprise Billing Rules Pursuant td Chap4.'6 59A, -
Article57ANMSAl978  ,,,

To whom  it may  concern,

Presbyterian  Health  Plan, Inc. and Presbyterian  Insurance  Company,  Inc. (collectively  "PHP")  are pleased  to

respond  to OSl"s proposed  rulemaking  for  the  adoption  of  surprise  billing  rules.  PHP supports  051 and NM

consumers in understanding and disputinB  predatory surprise billing practices. PHP has the following  comments

on the  proposed  rules:

1.  PHP respectfully  questions  OSI's authority  to require  the  issuance  of  a separate  EOB for  surprise  billing

situations.  The New  Mexico  Insurance  Code  authorizes  the  Superintendent  to make  reasonable  rules

and regulations  necessary  to administer  or  effectuate  any  provision  of  the  Insurance  Code;  however,  no

rule  can extend,  modify  or  conflict  with  the  laws  of  New  Mexico.  NMSA  1978  §59A-2-9(A  and (B). With

all due  respect,  PHP believes  the  proposed  rule  that  would  require  the  issuance  of  a separate  EOB for

surprise  billing  situations  would  extend  beyond  the  intent  ofthe  law. The  Surprise  Billing  Protection  Act

does  not  require  the  creation  of  a separate  EOB and  only  grants  051 the  authority  to develop  an appeals

process  for  overpayment.  The development  of  a separate  EOB would  create  additional  burden  on

carriers  and extends  beyond  that  which  is required  in the  law.

2. Even if within  the  authority  of  051, PHP opposes  the  requirement  for  a separate  EOB for  surprise  billing

situations.  PHP understands  OSI's desire  to provide  consumers  with  information  that  may  be necessary

to  obtain  an appropriate  reimbursement  for  payments  that  may  have  been  erroneously  paid  to out-of-

network  providers.  However,  the  EOB as proposed  cannot  be easily  automated  and  would  require  a

manual  process  to  fulfill.  The less PHP is able  to automate  a function  and is forced  to  rely  on manual

processes,  the  more  potential  there  is for  errors,  additional  administrative  burden  and expense,  and  the

increase  chance  for  member  dissatisfaction.  Additionally,  it is our  opinion  that  not  only  can much  of  this

information  be easily  deduced  by the  consumer  using  information  that  is already  included  in a standard

EOB, but  OSI's proposed  EOB presumes  that  a member  is always  due  a refund,  which  may  not  always  be

the  case. 051 seems  to acknowledge  as much  since  they've  included  a "Note"  at the  bottom  of  the

surprise  billing  EOB required  language.  Despite  this  "Note,"  carriers  will  have  already  included  the

"Amount  You Owe"  for  the  consumer  which  a consumer  will  assume  is correct,  despite  what  the  "Note"

states.  This  may  create  even  more  confusion  in surprise  billing  situations.

PHP proposes  alternate  language  for  use on a standard  EOB for  surprise  billing  situations.  This  would

ensure  carriers"  ability  to  automate  the  EOB while  still  providing  consumers  with  some  information  on
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their  rights  related  to  an EOB. This  would  also help  fulfill  OSI's obligations  under  the  Surprise  Billing

Protection  Act  to oversee  the  appeals  process.  This alternate  language  would  be standard  for  all surprise

billing  situations  and could  not  contain  variable  information,  such  as a due  date  for  refund.

PHP proposes  this  alternate  language  to read:  "SURPRISE  BILLING  -  YOU RECENTLY VISITED  A PROVIDER

WHO  IS NOTIN  YOUR PLAN"S NETWORK.  IF YOU HAVE ALREADY  PAID THE PROVIDER  MORE  THAN  YOU

OWE,  THE PROVIDER  OWES  YOU A REFUND  WITHIN  45 DAYS OR SOONER  FROM TODAY'S  DATE. IF YOU

DO NOT RECEIVE A REFUND  WITHIN  45 DAYS FROM TODAY'S  DATE, YOU MAY  FILE AN APPEAL  WITHIN

180  DAYS AFTER EXPIRATION  OF THE 45-DAY  PERIOD AT WWW.OSI.STATE.NM.US  OR 1-855-427-5674."

3. Under  13.10.33.8.B,  PHP requests  that  carriers  be allowed  to issue  EOBs within  10-15  days  of  the

payment.  The 10-day  requirement  as proposed  may  be tight  during  times  of  increased  claims  volume

and PHP would  appreciate  a few  extra  days  to comply.

4. Underl3.lO.33.9.A,PHPopposestherequirementthatacarriermustreimburseanout-of-state

provider  the  applicable  surprise  billing  rate  (as written  under  the  Surprise  Billing  Protection  Act).  It is our

opinion  that  doing  so will  not  reduce  surprise  bills  to consumers,  as providers  that  are not  bound  by NM

law  will  continue  to bill  consumers  their  preferred  rate.  This puts  NM consumers  and carriers  at a

disadvantage  to pay a negotiated  rate  that  may  be lower,  if the  minimum  payment  rate  already  begins

at the  applicable  surprise  billing  rate.

5. Under  13.10.33.9.B,  PHP opposes  the  inclusion  of  this  requirement.  Covered  person's  are often

encouraged,  not  coerced,  by their  provider  or  carrier  into  selecting  out-of-network  providers,  not

because  it's  financially  advantageous  for  the  provider  or  carrier,  but  because  the  out-of-network

provider  is recognized  as having  the  appropriate  skills  or experience  to  perform  the  medical  services,

which  may  be too  difficult  for  a covered  person  to assess themselves.  Carriers  often  accept  the

recommendations  of  the  covered  person's  provider  for  out-of-network  care  through  a different

provider,  assuming  that  the  provider  has the  covered  person's  best  interests  at heart.  Further

delineating  what  "specific  consent"  means  in the  context  of  the  bill  may  allow  covered  persons  to  shift

liability  to carriers  and  providers,  which  was not  intended  or  contemplated  by the  NM Legislature.

6. Under  13.10.33.9.C,  PHP recommends  that  the  requirement  for  a surprise  billing  notice  of  rights  only  be

included  in evidence  of  coverages  issued  on or  after  January  1, 2022.  PHP reminds  051 that  language  on

surprise  billing  rights  have  already  been  included  by carriers  in current  EOCs, which  was required  under

Bulletin  2019-007,  issued  on May  10,  2019.  This may  suffice  any  obligations  051 may  have  under  the

Surprise  Billing  Protection  Act,  until  new  language  can be issued  by bulletin.

If you have  any  questions  or  require  additional  clarification  on these  comments,  please  feel  free  to  contact  me

by email  or  phone.

Sincerely,

Regulatory  Operations  Manager

Presbyterian  Health  Plan,  Inc.
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9521  San Mateo  Blvd.  NE

Albuquerque  NM  87113

Ph 505-923-6850

Email. acooley@phs.org
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